Meeting report

Animal behaviour
290 Is it only humans that count from left to right? S. A. Combes, J. D. Crall & S. Mukherjee.

Building a home from foam—Amphibian larval architecture and three-phase construction process L. D. Dalby & M. T. Kennedy.


101 The effects of familiarity and social hierarchy on group membership decisions in a social fish S. E. Jordan, M. Y. L. Wong & R. Strandberg.


114 Is quality more important than quantity? Insect behavioral responses to changes in a volatile blend after burner rejection on an almond tree A. M. A. Bruce, C. A. O. M. Diogo, M. A. Britto, T. A. Prentice & J. E. P. Chaves.


125 Attention to elders’ voices in non-human primates G. Kolluru, A. A. Meharg, M. Diekmann, N. Duncan, A. A. Meharg, M. A. Taggart, L. Venter & R. Cuthbert.

140 Visual stabilization dynamics are important for healthy and long-lasting flight performance in a teleost fish S. P. Sane, R. B. Srygley & R. Dudley.

141 Saddle radiation of migratory flight from the neotropical moth Urania fulgens: including the role of wing geometry in the evolutionary development of an extreme flight morphology R. A. Bley & R. Dudley.

144 Dynamic of animal movement in an ecological context: dragwing wing damage reduces flight performance and predation success S. A. Combes, J. D. Crall & S. Mushere.

149 Correction
430 Sexual conflict and sex allocation T. Chapman.